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1.0

MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS

1.1

Winter Service Manager
1.1.1 Name
The Winter Service Manager will be

.

1.1.2 Qualifications
has:
• BEng Transportation Engineering
• CSCS Professionally Qualified Person
• Chartered Member of Institute of Highways & Transportation
1.1.3 Experience
has been involved in winter service operations throughout his time on the 2G, 3G and
4G Contracts and was Winter Service Manager for the SE Unit during the 2012/2013 and
2013/2014 winter season’s. He has also been the North East Winter Service Manager for the
2017/2018 season from January 2018 onwards. He was responsible for the preparation of the
Winter Service Plan, ensuring that the winter service fleet was prepared, training sufficient winter
service drivers and preparing rosters for Winter Service Duty Officers. His experience and training
allows him to advise and mentor the Winter Service Duty Officers through the decision making
process to ensure that daily winter action plans are in compliance with the contract requirements
and effective in keeping the road network free from ice and snow.
1.1.4 Responsibilities
The Winter Service Manager is responsible for producing the Winter Service Plan for consent by
Transport Scotland. He is responsible for the operation, review and development of that Plan
throughout the winter season, thus ensuring the Operating Company fully discharges its
responsibilities under the contract.
The Winter Service Manager has overall responsibility for winter maintenance activities including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Winter Service Plan

collection and management of weather data
maintaining salt stock levels and their storage facilities
achieving response times for precautionary treatment, patrols and snow clearance
plant and communications
the ice prediction, weather forecasting service and weather radar system
training of staff and operatives
preparation and updating of rotas for Duty staff
maintaining electronic records & manual records
providing an annual winter service report
liaising with third parties
communication with Transport Scotland during severe weather events
participation in weekly conference call with Transport Scotland
implementing additional resources when required
reporting weekly salt stock levels to the National Salt User Group through the DfT
portal
ensuring completion of Daily Action Plans and uploading to Vaisala Manager
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1.1.5

Winter Service Duty Officers (Duty Officers)

The Winter Manager will be supported by 6 No. Duty Officers working on a rotational basis.
These posts are an integral part of the service as they provide immediate support and guidance
to the Winter Control Room staff, allowing them to process the information being received whilst
the Duty Officers interpret the forecast, make decisions on treatment and prepare the Daily
Action Plan.
Duty Officers are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
has 15 years trunk road maintenance experience. Earlier in his career he had spells in
the winter control room.
has been involved in the management of the winter service since
2009.
has 12 years trunk road maintenance experience. He has been involved in the winter
service in a supervisory role for 10 years and has been involved in management of the service
for 6 years.
has 34 years trunk road maintenance experience. He has been involved in the winter
service in a supervisory role for 12 years and has been involved in management of the service
for 8 years.
has 14 years trunk road maintenance experience. He has been involved in the winter
service in a supervisory role for 14 years and has been involved in management of the service
for 9 years.
has 11 years trunk road maintenance experience. He has been involved in the winter
service in a supervisory role for 5 years and has been involved in management of the service
for 5 years. Mike has now completed an IHE certificate in Winter Services
is a Roads Technician has now been involved in the winter service for over 2 years and
has now completed two full winter seasons.
has now completed an IHE certificate in
Winter Services.
and
took part in the 2017/18 winter season. They will
continue to be mentored throughout this season whilst on shift by an experienced Duty Officer.
The Winter Service Duty Officer can be contacted via the Winter Control Room number in 1.3.3.
During periods of severe weather the Duty Officers will assist in the Winter Control Room.
In addition to the above there will be a Senior Approver role, consisting of
and
who will assist the Winter Service Manager in approving the Daily Action Plans
and deputising as required. All have significant experience in Winter Service.

Winter Service Plan
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1.2

Winter Service Duty Staff
1.2.1 Not applicable
1.2.2 Winter Service Duty Controllers (Duty Controllers)
The Duty Controllers will work on a rotational basis in the Winter Control located in our Perth
office. There will be one dedicated Duty Controller for each Unit working alongside each in the
Control Room.
The Duty Controllers operate 24 hours and shall monitor the system, complete all records as
required and remain in contact with all winter drivers ensuring any changes to road conditions are
reported.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
1.2.3

Qualifications

All the Duty Officers and Controllers named will be fully trained in basic Road Meteorology
including the use, and interpretation, of ice prediction systems.
1.2.4

Experience

All Duty Officers shall have previous experience of monitoring the road sensor system and making
decisions on treatment resulting from the receipt of the forecast information from the supplier.
1.2.5
•

•

Responsibilities
Duty Officer: the role of the Duty Officer is primarily to interpret the daily forecast
received, liaise with the weather forecaster and decide on required treatment and
subsequently prepare the Daily Action Plan. When there are planned actions the Duty
Officer will be in the control room and will be assisted by the Duty Controller to monitor
conditions and make decisions on further treatments should they be required.
Duty Controller: the Duty Controller will be based in our Winter Control Room with the
primary responsibility of monitoring the ice prediction system, surface patrols (mobile
sensors) and condition patrols (DSP 310) and notifying the Duty Officer of any changes.
The Duty Controller has authority to escalate any proposed action but cannot reduce this
without prior agreement with the Duty Officer.
A Duty Officer will be available to assist the Duty Controller at all times and when there
are planned actions he will be in the control room.

1.3

Monitoring Arrangements
1.3.1

Monitoring arrangements

Monitoring will be carried out by the Control Room staff from 1st October to 15 h May on a 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week basis.
•
•
Winter Service Plan

Contact with expert weather forecaster provider include “change triggers”
Feedback from inspectors during normal working hours
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring of ice sensors
Compilation of daily action plan
Monitoring RST trend against forecast
Use of weather & traffic Scotland cameras
Weather Radar
Thermal maps where available
Communications from external parties.
Mobiles sensors
Feedback from patrols

When Amber and Red severe snow conditions are forecast additional resources shall be
deployed into the control room & an additional control room opened in the North of the unit to
assist with operational decisions & control of operations during the snow event.
1.3.2 Winter Control Room
The North East winter control room will be based at BEAR Scotland’s Perth Office and will be
operated on a rotational basis by five dedicated North East Duty Controllers when no winter
actions are being carried out. This control room also administers the North West Unit, A92 DBFO
and M80 DBFO Contracts.
The Control Room will operate on a 24/7 basis.
The following number is answered by the control room staff:

Alternatively the landline number for the North West Unit is

.

The Control Room will have access to all relevant contact phone numbers and winter
maintenance systems such as Vaisala Bureau, specialist forecasts from MetDesk, Locatu,
communications log database, thermal maps and weather radar.
When winter actions are being carried out the Duty Controllers will be assisted by the Duty Officer
based in Perth as required by Schedule 7 Part 2 of the NE Contract.
There will also be a dedicated telephone line for Police Scotland within the Winter Control Room.
This will allow direct contact at all times between Police Scotland and our Duty Manager. This
number will only be issued to Police Scotland.
1.4

Personnel Resources
The resources detailed below will be the minimum numbers involved in delivering the winter
service:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Winter Service Plan

1 No. Winter Service Manager, supported by:
2 No. Senior Approvers
6 No. Winter Service Duty Officers
5 No. Winter Service Duty Controllers
56 No. Winter drivers
20 No. Patrol drivers
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1.5

Call-Out Arrangements
1.5.1 Call-out arrangements during normal working hours
A winter rota will be prepared at the beginning of the winter season for staff and operatives
involved in the winter service for that season. The rota will include contact details for all personnel
involved and controlled copies will be issued to each individual prior to the commencement of
every winter season.
Any changes to the rota will be communicated to the relevant parties involved in providing the
winter service.
During normal working hours it will be the responsibility of the Winter Service Duty Officer to
ensure that a clear line of communication is kept to all key personnel involved in providing the
winter service for that week.
It is anticipated that the requirement for call-out will be minimal from the beginning of November
until the end of March, when a dayshift/nightshift system will be in place, with drivers immediately
available on the Unit 5 days per week during the normal working week. Outside this period there
will be 24 standby covered by two shifts.
From 1 October to 31 October and 1 April to 15 May driver standby rotas will be in place.
1.5.2 Call-out arrangements outwith normal working hours
It is the role of the Winter Service Duty Officer to contact the appropriate drivers and advise of
the required winter action treatment. The personnel on the roster at shall be available to mobilise
and commence treatment on the carriageway within 1 hour of being contacted.
1.5.3 Contact arrangements during normal working hours
Each individual involved in providing the winter service shall be issued with a mobile phone to
allow easy contact. When drivers are rostered for any given week, cognisance of this will be
taken into account when planning normal daily duties. This will ensure that drivers still have the
ability to respond quickly to any call to carry out a winter service action at short notice within the
contractual response times.
1.5.4 Contact arrangements outwith normal working hours
A standby roster will be prepared detailing which individuals will be utilised in the event of action
being required. Home and mobile telephone contact numbers will be available for all individuals.
1.5.5 Mobilisation times
Depots have been sited in locations where both the Trunk Road gritting routes and drivers are
easily accessible; this ensures that drivers are consistently able to access the start of each
precautionary treatment within one hour of a call from their home. To assist in the speed of
access to the gritting routes, spreaders will be pre-loaded on any night when action is a possibility.

Winter Service Plan
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1.6

Communications Equipment

Good communication systems are essential for effective winter maintenance management and the
following systems will be adopted:
•
•
•
•
•
•

telecommunications – land line and cellular GSM.
satellite tracking of BEAR Scotland vehicles.
e-mail.
Airwave communication
internet – refer Communications Plan
social media eg Twitter, Facebook, blogs etc - refer to Communications Plan

All depots will be contactable by both land line telephone and email. In addition, all managers,
supervisors, prime plant and winter maintenance units will have individual GSM mobile telephones so
that they can be contacted at all times. In the case of winter maintenance vehicles, hands-free mobile
phones are fitted.
BEAR Scotland vehicles are fitted with an integrated satellite tracking system to deliver our
communications needs, management system and produce an auditable trail for the company.
BEAR implement a policy whereby all users who have a desktop personal computer or a laptop computer
will have their own individual e-mail address. This is carried out by a Wide Area Network system; the
various secondary depots are linked by ISDN or analogue lines to the Central Office, which is in turn
linked by Kilostream or ISDN lines to the main central servers controlling the IT network.
Information and data can be exchanged quickly around the Unit, with our internal and external customers,
emergency services, Statutory Authorities and between our shareholders using Microsoft Outlook as the
e-mail software. Social media such as Twitter will be also used as an information tool.
Airwave communication is fitted to both Cat A & B patrol vehicles with drivers fully trained in the use of
the system.
1.7

Training for Managers and Other Staff

1.7.1 Details of previous training
All current Duty Officers/ Controllers have been trained in Basic Road Meteorology and the use of Ice
Prediction Systems. All our current winter drivers have been trained to a level equivalent to SVQ/City &
Guilds level or equivalent in winter maintenance.
1.7.2 Details of proposed training
Prior to the commencement of the winter season, a training programme will be carried out for all
personnel involved in providing the winter service. This will include the following:
Refresher training for Duty Officers and Controllers on decisions, communication, contract
requirements etc. to be provided by the Winter Service Manager.
Seminar for winter drivers detailing routes, contract requirements, response times, treatment times,
communication, health & safety, areas requiring special attention and importance of providing good
quality service. This again will be provided by the Winter Service Manager.
New recruits to the winter service will be fully trained prior to any involvement in providing the winter
service. All drivers will be formally trained to SVQ/City & Guilds level or equivalent in winter maintenance.
BEAR staff will also participate in the annual “snow desk” winter scenario training when requested.
Winter Service Plan
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2.0

WEATHER FORECASTING

2.1

Purpose

It is the intention that the weather forecasts by expert meteorologists give an accurate indication of
weather conditions so that the personnel involved in the provision of winter service are able to prepare a
winter action plan which shall prevent or anticipate prevailing weather conditions and allow sufficient time
to pre-treat the carriageway prior to the onset of snow or ice.
2.2

Methodology

The method used to produce both the short and long range weather forecasts is via a combination of a
number of weather models. These models combine energy balance techniques with current and historic
site specific information to provide the most accurate possible forecasts of future road conditions.
The road model forecasts can be updated as frequently as necessary using actual data from road sensors
and data from comprehensive meteorological databases, which is monitored and updated by forecasters
around the clock.
2.3

Weather Forecasting Service

An expert weather forecasting service will be provided by MetDesk. The service shall consist of the
provision of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

36 hour forecast text (midday)
2-10 day text forecast
36 hour forecast graphs for each forecast outstation within North East unit
Evening updates to both 36 hour text & forecast graphs
Forecast consultancy service for advice 24/7.
Time step thermal maps where available.

The above will allow the Duty Officer to prepare a daily winter action plan by 15:00 hours each day,
advising of all carriageway pre-treatments to be carried out for that day.
2.3.1 Route Based Climatic Domains
Route based climatic domains will be related to the 20g treatment routes. Route specific temperature
forecasts will be provided for each day of the Winter Service season.
Effective monitoring of this will be carried out by patrol vehicles which are all equipped with Road
Surface and Air Temperature Sensors.
2.3.2 Weather Radar
Weather radar shall be used via an internet based site, which will give short range forecast up to 3 hours
in advance and with the facility to time-step the movement of the prevailing weather conditions. The
radar improves the accuracy of assessing the timing, nature and intensity of precipitation, particularly
snowfall.
2.3.3 Ice Sensors and weather forecast sites
31 No. Ice Sensors are strategically placed throughout the network. The sensors will be polled at intervals
of 20 minutes between 1 October and 15 May. All data will be collected by the Ice Prediction System’s
Master Station, accessible by computer. Weather forecast sensors have added functionality to allow
modelling of the temperature characteristics of the road pavement. They assist in producing road-specific
weather forecasts.
Winter Service Plan
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Sensors are calibrated twice per year (prior to start of season and during the winter season) and their
performance monitored electronically with any issues being checked out on site, as required.
2.3.4 Thermal mapping
Thermal maps are no longer used in the North East Unit
2.4

Computer Systems

There are a number of computer systems used to interrogate forecast and sensor data to enable the
Winter Service Manager, Duty Officers and Duty Controllers to make the most appropriate decisions for
Winter Service actions. These computerised systems include:•

Bureau service – for collection of ice sensor data. The bureau service is provided by
Vaisala and composes of a large central database which collects data from all ice
sensors at up to 20 minute intervals. Our forecasters daily and 2-5 day weather
forecasts are also stored on the bureau.

•

Vaisala RoadDSS Manager - which allows the Winter Service Manager, Duty
Officers and Controllers to interrogate the bureau to give the most up to date
conditions at the Ice sensor locations on the Trunk road network. This allows them
to make informed decisions in relation to Winter Service actions and direct resources
appropriately. Forecasts can also be accessed from the bureau allowing Daily Action
Plans to be created, distributed and stored. These action plans are monitored
against the forecasts. Daily Winter Action Plans are inputted directly into RoadDSS
Manager and are emailed to interested parties. Actual Actions are also recorded in
the system. Reports of Actual Actions completed can be generated as required by
running Treatment and Action Reports for the required routes.
The bureau sensor data can be accessed via the web from any terminal which has
internet access and where the user has the appropriate user name and password.
The Vaisala Manager system also hold archive data.

•

An internet-based system supplied by MetDesk will also be utilised to access
forecast data along with weather radar images. Weather radar images are
particularly useful for predicting and monitoring precipitation conditions.

•

Locatu – an internet based system with live GPS vehicle tracking and storage of
vehicle telemetry data

•

BEARnet - is BEAR Scotland’s company intranet which holds all the Management
System information and electronic records not held in Vaisala Manager or Locatu.

The mobile road sensors (Vaisala DSP310 Road Condition Sensor) on the patrol vehicles will show live
data & archived data from the sensors & this data shall be accessed via the Vaisala website. These will
be fitted to 2 of the NE Unit Patrol vehicles registrations are SJ65 FVP, which is used on Patrol A2 &
SJ65 FVW, which is used on Patrol B2.
All patrol spreaders and frontline spreaders will have road surface temperature and air temperature
sensors fitted which shall supply additional data for operators & controllers throughout the season.

Winter Service Plan
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3.0

MONITORING ARRANGEMENTS FOR AREAS REQUIRING SPECIAL ATTENTION

During the winter season, drivers/ inspectors will be instructed to pay particular attention to these areas.
Any problems or potential problems identified will be actioned appropriately and communicated to the
Duty Officers/Duty Controllers, who will record in the communications log such incidences and actions
as carried out by the drivers.
In addition during the winter patrol period, patrol drivers will be instructed, where locations are identified
on the patrol routes, to pay particular attention to these areas and any other areas that they come upon
which maybe frost susceptible, particularly run off areas and the patrol drivers shall treat these areas
accordingly, advising controllers of such incidences so that these can be recorded in the communications
log.
Gradient Locations – The winter service patrol drivers will monitor these areas during their patrol and will
carry out spot treatments as required. Fastrac tractors and those of the supply chain partners, which can
be used to tow large goods vehicles, will be deployed to those areas as required during periods of
forecast snow. The tractors are specially fitted out to be able to tow large goods vehicles and the drivers
have been trained to the relevant sector scheme.
Any additional areas identified during the winter season will be brought to the attention to the Duty staff
and added to the appropriate annex. When severe weather is forecast areas requiring special attention
will receive additional treatments as detailed in Annex 7.2 F. These locations will be regularly reviewed
and amended as necessary. BEAR Scotland’s Planned Maintenance Team has carried out surfacing
and drainage works at some of the known run-off areas during 2017/18. It would be prudent to monitor
these areas through the coming season before removing them from Annex.
4.0

DECISION MAKING

4.1

Role of the Winter Service Manager

The role of the Winter Service Manager is to ensure that all procedures detailed in the winter service plan
are adhered to and that the most effective action plans are adopted each day to keep the carriageways
and footways free from snow and ice.
It is the duty of the Winter Service Manager to hold regular reviews throughout the winter season to
address any problems which may have occurred. This will take the form of briefings to all key staff on
nights where difficult road conditions have been experienced. The philosophy will be to have a
‘preventative’ approach rather than ‘reactive’ approach in all decision making.
The Winter Service Manager or Senior Approver will authorise the Daily Action plan, which will be
developed by the Duty Officer.
4.2

Role of the Winter Service Duty Officer

The Duty Officer is responsible for decision making, monitoring the ice detection system, including
updated forecasts and any dialogue with weather forecasters, to assess whether any changes are
required to the daily action plan. Where any changes to the daily action plan are considered necessary
then the Duty Officer will relay this information to the Depot Supervisors, confirming the decision.
The Duty Controllers will assist the Duty Officer in monitoring the ice detection system. The Duty
Controllers will contact the Duty Officer if there is any significant change from the forecast road surface
temperatures and precipitation. Particularly overnight the Duty Controllers can upgrade actions if
conditions deteriorate. The Duty Controllers cannot cancel actions without the Duty Officers consent.
When snow is forecast the Duty Officer shall take into account forecast elevations of snow using
Appendix WSP 9 when making the planned treatment decisions.
Winter Service Plan
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The route for the Cat A Patrols are designed so that the patrol vehicle, when working, is able to attend
any location on its route within 30 minutes of a call from the Winter Duty Service Officer/Controller. The
seven “A” patrols alternate between a one hour patrol and a one hour standby on each route.
Cat B patrols shall operate from 00:00 to 09:00 at 3 hourly intervals i.e. 00:00 – 03:00, 03:00 – 06:00 &
06:00 – 09:00.
Patrols times may be amended from the above times should the weather forecast predict severe winter
weather which may result in traffic delays and disruptions to users caused by snow and ice conditions.
The winter service patrols will operate outwith the specified times when forecasts indicate a high risk of
severe conditions due to snow or ice. The vehicles will be used for snow clearance duties on any part of
the trunk road network outwith the normal patrol times. During the normal patrol times their snow
clearance duties will be restricted to their patrol routes. The operational shift pattern used allows these
patrols to be operated continuously 24 hours per day.
Patrol routes are detailed in Appendix WSP1.
4.5
Proposals for precautionary and additional de-icing treatments when low confidence
forecasts shall be issued for variable road and weather conditions
Precautionary treatments will be provisionally identified on an action plan prepared each day by 1500hrs
following receipt of an expert weather forecast relayed through the ice prediction system. Treatments
will be in accordance with the treatment matrices detailed in Annex 7.2/J. Thereafter and in particular
where forecasts are of low confidence, conditions will continue to be monitored by the Duty Controllers;
and where conditions require further precautionary treatments, these will be ordered whether part of the
action plan or not.
4.6

Proposals for monitoring the effectiveness of de-icing materials

Winter Duty staff will use a variety of methods to assist with assessing the effectiveness of the de-icing
materials which have been spread on the carriageway. These methods include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ice stations detail residual salt and give alarms to indicate low residual salt under
certain conditions, however, it should be remembered that particularly in drying out
conditions such readings may be unreliable
Warnings and alarms from ice stations
Experience of local areas and previous actions
Feedback from patrol drivers & road condition sensors
Footage from forward facing dash-cams, where available
Mobile Patrol sensors
Advice from weather forecasters, particularly on likely precipitation (use of weather
radar) which may cause salt to be washed from carriageway
Feedback from external parties such as Police Scotland.

All of the above will be used by the Duty staff to make an informed decision as to the status of residual
salt on the carriageway, and whether further pre-treatment is required.
4.7 Road Closure snow gate operational procedures
There are no snow gates in the North East Unit. Police Scotland will make the decision to close any road
and will also make the decision to re-open the road with the guidance of BEAR Scotland. There are
however, recently installed ‘Virtual gates’ on the A96 at Glens of Foudland the implementation procedure
for these gates is detailed in Section 18 Snow Gates of this Winter Service Plan.

Winter Service Plan
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4.8

Activation of snow and ice and hidden message signs

Where hidden message signs are erected and the decision has been taken to close a road, consultation
will be held with Police Scotland to ascertain as far is practicable whether it is safe in the circumstances
for an employee to be deployed to uncover these signs. If it is deemed safe, a winter driver will be
deployed by the Winter Service Duty Officer to uncover the hidden message signs. Regular contact with
any such employees will be kept between the driver(s) and the winter controller to ensure the safety of
the employee and that the hidden message signs have been uncovered. The location of snow and ice
and hidden message signs are detailed in Paragraph 16 (x).
4.9

Road surface temperatues forecast below -7 oC

When Road surface temperatures are forecast to be less than -7 oC consultation with the Director shall
be held with a view to potentially utilising alternative de-icers which are more effective at such
temperatures.
A method statement for use of alternative de-icers is included in Appendix WSP 11.
5.0

LIAISON & COMMUNICATION

Our plans for liaison & communication with following people and organisations are as follows:
5.1

The Director

At the completion of each winter season, BEAR Scotland will prepare an annual report in accordance
with Annex 7.2/B of Part 2 of Schedule 7. This report will be submitted to the Director prior to 31 May;
and within 14 days, an annual review meeting will be held to discuss the contents of the report and
performance of BEAR for the winter season just ended. Comments will be taken on board by BEAR in
the preparation of the Winter Service Plan (WSP) for the forthcoming season and amendments to the
previous WSP made prior to submission by 31 July.
On a daily basis the BEAR Scotland Daily Winter Action Plan will be uploaded to Vaisala Manager which
Transport Scotland and PAG have access to view.
During periods of prolonged severe weather, BEAR Scotland will update the Director at regular intervals
of conditions on the Trunk Road network. This would generally be done via a conference call or the
MART. If a road is closed due to severe weather conditions, the Director will be immediately informed by
a phone call or text message, and confirmed in writing via email within 12 hours of the closure.
5.2

Police Scotland

For compiling the annual Winter Service Plan, an annual meeting will be held with Police Scotland so
that any amendments can be introduced prior to submitting the WSP to the Director for his approval. The
meeting shall take the form of reviewing the draft WSP for the forthcoming season. Police Scotland will
comment on what they see as problem areas which may be improved upon.
During the winter season, it is essential that good communication lines are kept between BEAR and
Police Scotland. This is particularly the case during periods of severe weather. A dedicated phone line
will be set up for the emergency services and should only be known to them, thus enabling Winter Service
Duty Officers to clearly identify emergency calls from any emergency service including Police Scotland.
BEAR Scotland will also liaise closely with Police Scotland during severe weather to ensure that a
consistent message is given to media and road users as to road conditions at any moment.
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5.3

Traffic Scotland Operator

BEAR will ensure in conjunction with Police Scotland, that during periods of severe weather, a consistent
message is given to the Traffic Scotland Operator so that accurate messages can be displayed on the
variable message signs and on the Traffic Scotland Internet web site.
BEAR’s Daily Action Plan shall be submitted to the Traffic Scotland operator on a daily basis by no later
than 15:00 hours.

5.4

Adjacent Road Authorities

Adjacent road authorities and highway authorities will be issued with a copy of the Winter Service plan.
BEAR will issue daily to all adjacent road authorities its daily winter action plan and receive the same in
return.
Winter issues shall also be an item on the agenda at liaison meetings with all adjacent road and highway
authorities.
5.5

Adjacent Trunk Road Operating Companies & DBFOs

Adjacent Trunk Road Operating Companies & DBFOs will be issued with a copy of the Winter Service
plan.
BEAR Scotland will issue daily to all adjacent Trunk Road operating companies & DBFOs its daily winter
action plan and receive the same in return.
Winter issues will also be an item on the agenda at liaison meetings with all adjacent Trunk Road
operating companies & DBFOs
5.6

Network Rail

There are no railway crossings on the North East Unit, however on a daily basis the BEAR Scotland daily
winter action plan will be submitted to Network Rail.
5.7

Communications Strategy

We will discuss winter service provision at the regular liaison meetings held with the adjacent local
authorities and Operating Companies to ensure that there are no issues at boundary interfaces. We will
also undertake liaison meetings with Police Scotland prior to the start of the winter season to apprise
them of the details of the Winter Service Plan.
On a day to day basis our procedures will ensure that we have robust systems in place to notify all
relevant organistaions of the winter service actions we plan to carry out. We will also have procedures
to request Traffic Scotland, where appropriate, to display specify winter service related messages on the
variable message signs installed across the trunk road network.
We will use a variety of social media forums to proactively inform the travelling public of the winter service
we will provide. For example, Twitter messages will advise the public of the daily forecast, the action to
be taken and when it will be carried out.
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8.0

WINTER SERVICE PATROLS

8.1

Winter Service Plant and Reporting

8.1.1 From 1 November to 31 March inclusive Winter Service Patrols shall be carried out on those
sections of Trunk Roads identified in Appendix WSP1 Table 7.2/J/2 and the plant designated to carryout
these patrols shall be detailied in Appendix WSP1 Table 7.2/J/1.
8.1.2 Each patrol route shall update whilst carrying out patrols a patrol record and submit a detailed
report on completion of their shift as detailed in Appendix WSP 8/2
9.0

TREATMENT ROUTES

9.1

Precautionary Treatment Routes

Precautionary treatment routes for carriageways have been separately identified and numbered while
individual route cards have been provided as Appendix WSP2 to Annex 7.2/J. There is also a summary
table of all routes which includes the loading & alternative loading points for the spreaders.
It should be noted that this Winter Service Plans treatment routes will need to be updated on an ongoing
basis to reflect physical changes to the road layout following the completion of the major construction
projects during the 2018/19 winter season:
•
•

Aberdeen Western Peripheral Routes
Perth Transport Futures

All routes have been designed to ensure that treatment time will be completed within 2 hours of
commencement. Furthermore, each route has been assessed to ensure that the contractual response
time in Paragraph 3.2.1 of Part 2 of Schedule 7 Part 2 of one hour will be met. In the design of these
routes due cognisance has been taken of likely driver’s locations and the need to ensure that rota’s are
carefully managed in this regard. On some occasions it may be necessary to pre-load spreading vehicles
as instructed by the Winter Service Duty Officer.
Should for whatever reason the normal access to a route be blocked, this route will be accessed from an
alternative depot, which will be detailed in WSP2 to Annex 7.2/J, and/or making use of diversion routes
using local authority road network.
A map of each proposed route has been provided in WSP2 to Annex 7.2/J.
Treatment of 2+1 junctions & sections will be undertaken in accordance with requirements set out on
Schedule 7 Part 2 Clause 3.3.8 with the spread pattern adjusted to suit.
Treatment of all precautionary routes will include areas deemed to be contiguous with and included in
the total width of the main carriageway as included in Schedule 7 Part 2 Clause 3.3.6. Non-contiguous
laybys shall not receive precautionary treatment. However where ice is present and following snowfall
the non-contiguous laybys shall be cleared once the carriageway is cleared of snow.
BEAR Scotland will carry out treatment to all Category A footways, footpaths and cycle facilities as
identified in WSP 13.
A combination of footpath spreaders and hand spreading will be used to pretreat such facilities as
required. Salt bins will be strategically positioned to assist in the carrying out of this function. Utilisation
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of both sensors & patrols shall be used to monitor conditions on all footways to ensure treatment can
be carried out within contractual timescales.
It is proposed that all treatment for carriageways will be carried out using pre-wetted salt in accordance
with Para 5.1.3 of Schedule 7 Part 2.
Category A precautionary treatments for footways shall be treated with Brine. All other footway
treatments shall be treated with salt.
Treatments will be carried out as per the requirements as detailed in WSP 13. Maps showing footway
treatment locations and footway classifications are also shown in WSP 13
Whilst we will comply fully with the requirement in Paragraph 1.4.3 of Schedule 7 Part 2 to have trained
drivers for each item of front line Winter Constructional Plant, it is also proposed to have a roster of four
drivers for each precautionary treatment route in order to fully comply with driver’s hours regulations.
9.1.1
unit

In urban areas, there are no separate cycling facilities from the carriageway in the North East

9.2
In Winter Season 2016/17 and 2017/18 a trial has been carried out using Brine only utilising a
liquid spraying vehicle, it is proposed that this trial will continue for the full season 2018/2019. The section
of the trial will cover route NE20R11 which covers the Southern part of the A9. Treatments will be carried
out as follows :20g/m2
will relate to 30ml/m2 Brine
10g/m2
will relate to 15ml/m2 Brine
Brine only treatments will not be carried out when snow is forecast.

10.0

SNOW PLAN

10.1.1 Snow Clearing
Where hard packed snow and ice not exceeding 20mm thick has formed, and the air temperature is
above minus 5°C, removal will be achieved by successive spreading of de-icing material. Below minus
5°C or where the snow or ice is more than 20mm thick great care will be taken as the use of de-icing
material alone can result in an uneven and slippery surface. A single sized abrasive aggregate of particle
size of 6mm, or 5mm sharp sand and having low fines content will be added to the de-icing material on
a 1:1 ratio. Reversion to the use of de-icing material only will be made as soon as possible. Abrasive
aggregates will be considered as a supplement in urban areas where de-icing material alone would
provide an unacceptably slippery surface.
During prolonged periods of snowfall at locations where the use of salt for de-icing is prohibited, ploughing
will be continuous followed by repeated applications of de-icing chemical. If snow becomes hard packed
consideration will be given to applying 5mm sharp sand to aid traction while snow clearing operations
are being carried out.
10.1.2 Description of Arrangements and Resources for Snowfall
Once a forecast of significant snowfall is received we will implement the Snow Forecast Resource
Deployment Matrix in Table 7.2/K/2.
All Front Line, Reserve and Additional Winter Service Plant, apart from snow blowers, will be equipped
with snow ploughs to effectively clear ice and snow. Ploughs shall be fitted whenever accumulations of
snow are forecast. Details of Winter Service Plant are provided in Appendix WSP4 of this document.
Ploughing routes can be found in Table 7.2.J.6.
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Table 7.2.K.4 sets out the conditions and de-icing spread rates for snow and ice clearance of
carriageways.
BEAR Scotland will, so far as is reasonably practicable, ensure sufficient resources are mobilised to
prevent snow or ice from remaining on Trunk Roads, and put into place specific arrangements to ensure
that these resources are mobilised to ensure that the timescales for snow clearance laid out in Annex
7.2/D Table 7.2.D.1 are achieved.
The WSDO will determine the requirements to mobilise sufficient resources and fit ploughs from the 2-5
day weather forecast. Winter Service shifts and the preparation of de-icing and ploughing equipment will
be instructed by the WSDO, subject to prior approval by the Winter Service Manager.
Details of snow blowers, loading shovels, de-icing vehicles fitted with plough blades and other Winter
Service Plant provided directly by BEAR Scotland and through Supply Chain Arrangements can be found
in Section 11 of this document.
ANNEX 7.2/D – Snow Clearance

10.1.3 Road Closure Procedure Including Use of Snow Gates
There are no physical snow gates in the NE Unit. Virtual snow gates are included in section 19.
10.1.4 Prolonged Snowfall Strategy
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During prolonged periods of snowfall, ploughing will be continuous from the onset of snow to prevent a
build-up of snow and compaction by traffic. Ploughing will continue until the Trunk Roads are clear of
snow and ice. Reserve and Additional Winter Service Plant will be used, as necessary, to supplement
Front Line Winter Service Plant in snow conditions.
When planning and carrying out snow clearance, BEAR Scotland will pay particular attention to the layout
of the carriageway in terms of the overall number of lanes and the location of entrance and exit slip lanes.
Snow clearance of slip roads will be co-ordinated with main carriageway clearance, and a clear path kept
open between those entry and exit points where frequent lane changes are necessary.
For dual carriageways and wide single carriageway roads, echelon ploughing will be carried out utilising
two snow plough vehicles moving in the same direction, one behind the other in adjacent lanes.
Irregular windrows caused by ploughing passes, especially those that weave from one lane to another
are dangerous, and will be avoided, as they may tempt drivers to overtake by squeezing into the partly
cleared lane. Lanes will be completely cleared, such that any windrows of snow remaining form a smooth
and continuous line with no sudden encroachments into the cleared path. Clearance of snow from
contiguous and remote laybys will be carried out once the main carriageway, junction areas and
crossovers have been cleared of snow.
Care will be taken to avoid damage to road surfaces, road studs, roadside furniture and structures. At
roadworks, traffic management equipment must not be disrupted. An accumulation of ploughed snow
creating a ramp adjacent to safety fences and concrete barriers will be avoided.
Where conventional ploughing or snow ploughing is not possible, for example:
• in built up areas,
• in exceptional circumstances when the snow on the road is deep and cannot be removed by
conventional ploughing or snow blowing
• when de-icing treatment over packed snow is likely to provide an unacceptable surface,
• when the traffic is insufficient to disperse the snow,
BEAR Scotland will lift, remove and dispose of snow and ice and/or utilise snow blowers, with the snow
being directed onto adjacent land (where BEAR Scotland has obtained the prior agreement of the
landowner and the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency). Such operations will be followed by deicing treatment.
When snowploughing or snow blowing operations are undertaken care will be taken that snow does not
build up across:
•
•
•
•
•

railway tracks or against gates
bridges
parapets
fences and safety fences
walls and other boundaries

Speeds of ploughing vehicles will be regulated, particularly at features such as underbridges where snow
could be thrown over the bridge parapet, and adjacent to the central reserve where snow could be pushed
into the opposing carriageway. When ploughing snow, other vehicles will not be overtaken unless
stationary.
Recognising that additional resources may be required for echelon ploughing in snow conditions, Table
7.2.J.4 details snow ploughing routes.
BEAR Scotland will immediately notify the Traffic Scotland Operator by telephone following a major
incident which has caused or will cause significant disruption to traffic flow
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10.1.5 When ploughing wide single carriageway roads to remove snow accumulations from the twolane section of three lane sections of road, the priority will be to keep lane 2 open to traffic, and the
procedure will be to plough snow from lane 2 into lane 1 initially. Once lane 2 is free of snow, all resources
will concentrate on lane 1, ploughing snow towards the carriageway channel. This particularly applies to
WS 2+1 roads and roads with crawler lanes.
Resources shall be deployed to ensure that footways, footbridges & cycle facilities are cleared of snow
and ice in accordance with Paragraph 3.2.4 of Schedule 7 Part 2. In essence all Category A & B footways
as detailed in Annex 7.2/E shall be clear of all snow and ice by 0800 hours or within two hours of snow
ceasing to fall during the period 0600 hours to 1800 hours. Category C footways shall be clear of all snow
and ice by 1700 hours the following weekday. Maps showing details of the footways, footbridges and
cycle facilities are detailed in Appendix WSP 2. Mobilisation of the above resources will be based on
network condition reports received from winter drivers who have been carrying out ploughing at affected
locations or from any other third party report where footway conditions have been identified as requiring
removal of snow or ice.
When severe snow conditions are forecast the precautionary treatments on steep inclines as detailed in
Annex 7.2.F.3 shall include additional spread rates at these locations with the rate at these locations
being increased to 40g/m2.
In extreme conditions, such as when temperatures drop below levels at which sodium chloride is
ineffective, the Operating Company shall use alternative de-icing materials in accordance with the
guidance on use of such materials, to be provided by the Director and subject to his written consent..
Such alternative de-icing material shall be described in BEAR Scotland’s Winter Service Plan.
In such conditions should hard packed snow or ice be present consideration will be given to deploying
additional measures such as using a Raiko ice breaker or using the de-icing agent Magnesium Chloride.
The Method Statement for Alternative De-Icers is in Appendix WSP 11.
During precautionary treatments, all Winter Service Plant shall be driven in a manner appropriate to the
prevailing weather conditions, and within the speed limit, but not exceeding 40 miles per hour.
10.1.6 Vertical Barriers – there are permanent concrete barriers at A90 Powrie Brae, north of Dundee
and A90 Brechin Bypass. Care will be taken to ensure that deep lying snow is ploughed away from these
vertical barriers by the use of echelon ploughing to the left verge.
10.1.7 Plans Showing the Location of the Footways, Footbridges and Cycle Facilities in
Categories A, B, C and D
The maps included in WSP2 in Section 15 shows the location of Category A, B C and D footways,
footbridges and cycle facilities within the North East Unit.
BEAR Scotland recognise the importance of footways to local communities and will prioritise clearance
in accordance with the requirements of Annex 7.2/E. During snowfall sufficient resources, supplemented
by our supply chain partners, will be deployed to clear snow from Category A, B and C footways
particularly. These resources will utilise small tractors with ploughs, small footway snow blowers and
mini-excavators as appropriate and necessary.
We will encourage community self-help during winter conditions through engagement with local
community councils. We will seek their assistance with the precautionary treatment of Category C and D
footways and clearance of snow from the Category D footways. Where there is a willingness to cooperate we will provide them with self-help kits of backpack brine sprayers, intermediate bulk containers
of brine, hand-push salt spreaders, salt stocks, snow shovels and personal protective clothing. Training
and induction into safe working methods will also be provided to all volunteers.
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Monitoring arrangements with the self-help communities will be put in place using out safety inspectors
to ensure that stocks of brine and salt are replenished when required. The safety inspectors will also be
responsible for monitoring the salt levels in the salt bins located throughout the network.
10.2

Road Closures

Any decision to close a road will normally be taken by Police Scotland. This decision will normally be
relayed by Police Scotland to the Control Room, using the dedicated phone line. The Winter Service
Duty Controller is responsible for liaison with the Police Scotland.
The Winter Service Duty Officer, the Director (TRBO) and Traffic Scotland will be informed immediately
by telephone, and in writing within 12 hours, of any decision to close a road, or of other major problems
encountered within the Unit due to winter weather conditions.
Police Scotland will normally notify the other Emergency Services of any road closures and arrange for
the provision of advance warning signs and/or will activate variable message signs where appropriate.
The Duty Staff will also notify the local Roads Authorities of any relevant trunk road closures.
11.0 GUIDANCE ON DEALING WITH FREEZING RAIN
The prediction of Freezing Rain is difficult and the action necessary to deal with it is problematic. The
very nature of Freezing Rain means that treatments will have virtually no effect initially and ice will form
on the carriageway.
Considering the limits in the effectiveness of treatments in dealing with Freezing Rain it is essential that
practical measures are implemented to provide warning to road users of the hazardous conditions.
Measures for dealing with Freezing Rain fall into three main areas: Advance Planning, Operational
Arrangements, and Hazard Mitigation.
These measures are considered in further detail as follows:
11.1

Advance Planning

Advance planning includes consideration of the potential impact of Freezing Rain and development of
contingency arrangements to mitigate the effects. These contingency arrangements are documented
below.
A Joint Agreement is required at national level by Transport Scotland, Traffic Scotland, Trunk Road
Operators and Police Scotland to formulate a nationwide Freezing Rain Procedure and Protocol for
dealing with such rare occurrences and incidents that may occur during or following such severe weather
events.
If Freezing Rain occurs during a forecasted period of severe weather that necessitates a Yellow or Amber
Met Office Severe Weather Warning, then it is likely both Police Scotland and BEAR’s Winter Resilience
Operations will be in place. This would involve a MART convened at Traffic Scotland.
Any Police Scotland response to Freezing Rain would be part of a multi-agency operation and would be
subject to other ongoing operational commitments.
Advance signing of the forecast of Freezing Rain may be signed on the Traffic Scotland national network
of VMS, with an appropriate legend such as;

FREEZING RAIN
FORECAST
PLAN AHEAD
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The use of Social Media platforms, at a strategic level, can also be used to provide advanced warning of
the forecast conditions and what the general public should expect should such weather conditions prevail.
Specific measures which BEAR will take are as follows:
Outline operational arrangements for carrying out Precautionary Treatments are documented within this
Winter Service Plan under Section 9.1 - Precautionary Treatment Routes. It is anticipated the 40g/m2
Precautionary Treatment Routes may be utilised, although part-route treatments on the 20g/m2
Precautionary Treatment Routes may also be considered depending on how widespread an area the
freezing rain is forecast.
Although the adverse effects of freezing rain can impact across any part of the network, particular
consideration will be given to those parts identified as Areas Requiring Special Attention in Appendix
WSP12, and Gradients in Table 7.2.F.3.
On receipt of a forecast of freezing rain or rain falling on extremely cold surfaces, a Conference Call will
be initiated with the Director (Transport Scotland), Traffic Scotland, Police Scotland and appropriate Local
Authorities and service providers in the affected area.
Topics for discussion should include:
• Forecast and expected timings
• Extent of routes affected
• BEAR Plant & Police Scotland Resources
• Police travel / no travel advice
• Advance VMS warnings
• Social Media / Media Release
If surfaces are extremely cold (i.e. below minus 7oC) then treatment with conventional Rock Salt is likely
to be ineffective and precautionary treatment with Alternative De-icer is recommended.
Stocks of Magnesium Chloride are detailed in Appendix WSP 3. The Alternative De-Icer Method
Statement is contained in Appendix WSP 11.
The use of Alternative De-Icer requires consent from the Director.
11.2

Operational Arrangements

Freezing rain will require to be treated in a similar manner to snow, i.e. treatment in advance of, during
the event and then treatment following as required.
Prior to the arrival of the Freezing Rain a pre-treatment at a spread rate of 40g/m2, as per Appendix WSP
5 - Table 7.2/K/2, shall be carried out.
Freezing Rain usually occurs along the line of an incoming warm front. To ensure maximum
effectiveness of the salt, the advance treatment should be made in the same direction and immediately
in advance of the weather front. The weather radar, provided by MetDesk, will be used by the WSDO to
determine the timing of the treatment and where practicable, the direction of treatment.
Consideration will be given to stationing vehicles at the point on the route where the weather front will
first hit in order that timely treatments can be undertaken.
Salt will inevitably be lost during and following treatment, therefore constant monitoring will be required.
Successive treatments will be required immediately the rain commences and continued until such time
that the rain has ceased, or the temperature of the road has risen above freezing.
It is likely the first confirmed instances of Freezing Rain will either be from the Gritter Drivers patrolling
during the event, or from members of the public, via Police Scotland.
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11.3

Hazard Mitigation

The very nature of Freezing Rain means that treatments will have virtually no effect initially and ice will
form on the carriageway. Mitigation of the hazard is therefore a significant aspect of the actions taken in
response to Freezing Rain or rain falling on extremely cold surfaces.
The main action is to inform road users of the hazard, however more pro-active measures may be
required.
Consideration should be given to closing the road as the rain arrives and holding traffic (rather diverting)
until such times as it is deemed safe to proceed.
This is, however, likely to be problematic to implement due to the requirement of Police Scotland
resources to legally stop and hold traffic until BEAR Traffic Management resources can be deployed. In
such weather conditions deployment of traffic management may present additional hazards for BEAR
resources and safety of the workforce must be taken into account. Police Scotland response to Freezing
Rain would be subject to other ongoing operational commitments and would have to be part of a multiagency operation.
It should be noted that if traffic is removed from a trunk road, additional risks by displacing strategic traffic
onto smaller, restricted local road authority roads with less safety features, such as safety fencing, will
place diverted traffic at increased risk. Each closure or diversion will need to be carefully considered on
its own merits and made on a local basis considering the local circumstances.
Where geographically available, the national network of fixed Variable Message Signs, operated by
Traffic Scotland should be used to warn road users of the hazard.
The requirement for advance VMS warnings and their timings should be made in advance at the
Conference Call in Section 11.1.
A follow up call to Traffic Scotland by the Duty Controller or WSDO will be required to initiate activation
of event specific warnings, based on information from the Road Weather Stations, Gritter Drivers or
Police Scotland.
In areas where available, the TRISS units may be deployed to provide localised warnings utilising the
vehicle mounted VMS.
Paragraph 5.6.6.4 of the Highways Agency NMM recommends ‘SKID RISK SLOW DOWN’ as the most
appropriate to use, however it does not convey the serious nature of the skid risk, and a more appropriate
legend may be:

ICE RISK
AHEAD
SLOW DOWN
BEAR Scotland’s Media Liaison Officer should be contacted in order that national and local broadcast
media, i.e. BBC Radio Scotland, Radio Tay, Moray Firth etc, can be updated as required.
The use of Variable Mandatory Speed Limits are not available on any of the roads in the North East unit.
Consideration could be given to the use of rolling blocks and convoy arrangements to either hold or slow
traffic down both just prior to and during the event. Again, this will require resources from Police Scotland
as only they have the legal authority to control traffic in this manner and would be subject to ongoing
operational commitments.
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As de-icing salt is removed from storage areas, a positive slope will be maintained to avoid danger to
operatives and Winter Service Plant from the collapse of stockpile cliff walls. BEAR Scotland will ensure
that de-icing material stockpiles are managed and safeguarded effectively and those stockpiles do not
become contaminated with foreign matter likely to cause damage to Winter Service Plant and affect other
Trunk Road users, by storing all salt on either a concrete or bituminous base.
Salt shall be tested in accordance with Procedure 93 – Winter service salt testing, to ensure that the salt
complies with BS 3247.
To ensure that BEAR Scotland does not receive salt which does not comply with BS 3247, all our salt
suppliers will be ISO 9001 accredited. In the event that a supplier delivers de-icing salt which is noncompliant, the following procedure will be implemented:
The supplier will be notified as soon as possible
The severity and type of failure will be analysed
If the failure can be rectified (i.e. moisture content) then a solution will be sought with the supplier
If the failure cannot be corrected, arrangements will be made with the supplier to deliver further supplies
of de-icing salt and remove the supplies which failed.
Salt stored in depots found, through monthly testing, to be non-compliant with BS 3247, will be
quarantined in a separate stockpile and will not be used for treating the Unit.
12.4

Suppliers

BEAR Scotland has developed arrangements with national de-icing material suppliers:
•
•
•
•
12.5

Cleveland Potash Ltd. Boulby Mine, Loftus, Saltburn-by-the-Sea Cleveland, TS13
4UZ
Peacock Salt, Jura Terminal, North Harbour, Ayr, KA8 8AE
OMEX Environmental Ltd, Bardney Airfield, Tupholme, Lincoln LN3 5TP
Safecote Ltd, Winnington Hall, Northwich, Cheshire, CW8 4DU

Stock Levels

Salt stocks will be continuously monitored and managed. During the winter period, a detailed daily return
of salt used will be entered into Vaisala RoadDSS Manager’s Salt Management system by the Duty
Controllers and salt deliveries will be entered into the system by the Winter Service Manager. During
snow conditions a daily report of salt usage will be submitted. This continuous monitoring will ensure
salt stocks are replenished timeously. Salt stocks will be surveyed midway through, and at the end of,
each season to verify the actual tonnages remaining at each depot, and allow any necessary stock
reconciliation to be made.
The procurement of salt will be on a call off basis and triggered by minimum stock levels at each depot.
The Winter Service Manager is responsible for the ordering of salt.
During the winter period, salt stock monitoring reports will be made to the Director using the salt reporting
system portal at https://cms.traffic-scotland.co.uk on the first working day of each month.
When requested by the Director, daily or weekly salt monitoring reports will be provided. Also as per
ANNEX 7.2/L – Salt Stock Monitoring Report shall be provided.
The minimum cumulative stock levels of de-icing material which will be held throughout the winter
season are detailed in Appendix WSP 3.
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13.0

STRATEGIC SALT STOCKS

Where ordered by the Director, BEAR Scotland will procure and store strategic salt stocks by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

an agreed procurement process agreed with the Director.
strategic salt store area shall be at Errol where 25,000 tonnes can be held
arranging haulage from delivery point to the strategic salt depots,
managing and maintaining the stockpile,
maintaining accurate stock records,
monitoring stock using an approved weighbridge facility,
rotating stock to avoid deterioration,
liaison with third parties to determine requirements for supply of strategic salt,
arranging loading and haulage of strategic salt to third party depots, and
invoicing third parties for all costs related to the provision of strategic salt.
Currently there is 9,000 tonnes of strategic salt held at Errol.

Strategic salt will be stored at Errol.
14.0

WINTER SERVICE PLANT

14.1

Front Line & Reserve Winter Service Plant

Front Line Winter Service Plant and reserve Winter Service Plant will undertake precautionary
treatments and snow and ice clearance to the total width of carriageways including slip roads, hard strips,
turning lanes, central reserve crossovers, lay-bys, bus bays and the like.
Details of the above are provided in Appendix WSP 4 tables 7.2.J.8 to 10
14.1.1 Additional Winter Service Plant
Additional Winter Service Plant is detailed in Appendix WSP 4 Table 7.2.J.11
14.1.2 Loading Winter Service Plant
Details of loading winter service plant available within the Unit for loading front line, reserve and
additional winter Service plant are shown in Appendix WSP 4 Table 7.2.J.12.
14.2

Calibration of Winter Service Plant

In September and January of each Annual Period, the Operating Company shall calibrate all equipment
for spreading de-icing material:
(i) in accordance with the requirements of British Standard 1622:1989, or
(ii) where British Standard 1622:1989 does not provide for the calibration of any de-icing spreading
equipment, in a manner proposed in writing by the Operating Company and consented to in writing by
the Director. As a minimum the Operating Company shall provide details of the Winter Service Plant
supplier's calibration method to the Director, and
(iii) in accordance with the requirements of the specific material being used.
September testing shall comply with the requirements of tests 'A' and 'B' and January testing shall comply
with the requirements of test 'B' of British Standard 1622:1989.
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Re-calibration and testing shall be carried out after repairs to the spreading equipment and at other times
when necessary to ensure the accuracy of de-icing material spreading.
All calibration and re-calibration shall be independently carried out and certified. Calibration certificates
shall be held in accordance with the requirements of the Winter Service Plan and the Operating
Company's Management System.
14.2.1 Calibration Certification
Calibration of spreaders will be carried out in accordance with the National Winter Service Research
Group document ‘Best Practice Guidance for Spreading Salt’.
All calibrations will be carried out in BEAR Scotland depots. The certification for these independent
calibrations will be held in the Central Office, in accordance with our documented Quality Management
System. Copies of the calibration certificates will be held in the relevant depot for the vehicle. Calibration
Certificates will be available for inspection by the Director and the Performance Audit Group at any time.
Re-calibration and testing will be carried out after repairs to the spreading equipment and at other times
when necessary to ensure the accuracy of de-icing material spreading.
15.0

Compounds Depots and Facilities

A schedule of compounds, depots and facilities covering the network within the North East Unit is
included in Appendix WSP 5 Table 7.2.J.13
16.0

Maps Drawings and Graphical Information

There are currently no Present Weather Detectors in the North East Unit
Maps
(i) Precautionary Treatment Routes – all maps detailed in Appendix WSP2
(ii) Treatment routes for footways – included in Appendix WSP 13 below.
(iii) Winter patrol route maps - see Appendix WSP10
(iv) Ploughing route maps - see Appendix WSP2
(v) Location of Road Weather Stations

ROAD NO.

LOCATION

TYPE

A9

Balhaldie

Vaisala with camera

A9

Inveralmond

Vaisala

A9

Loaninghead

Vaisala with camera

A90

Charlestown

Vaisala with camera

A90

Fiddes

Vaisala with camera

A90

Forfar

Vaisala with camera

A90

Fraserburgh

Vaisala
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A90

Laurencekirk

Vaisala with camera

A90

Starr Inn Farm

Vaisala with camera

A90

North Anderson Drive

Vaisala

Bridge of Don

Vaisala with camera

A90

Stracathro

Vaisala

A90

Todhills

Vaisala with camera

A90

Toll of Birness

Vaisala with camera

A92

New Inn

Vaisala with camera

A92

Cowdenbeath EFRR 1

Vaisala

A92

Cluny EFRR 2

Vaisala with camera

A92

Sandford

Findlay Irvine with
camera

A95

Ballindalloch

Vaisala with camera

A95

Grantown

Vaisala with camera

A95

Avielochan (on A9 NW unit)

Vaisala with camera

A96

Brodie

Vaisala

A96

Fochabers

Vaisala with camera

A96

Foudland

Vaisala with camera

A96

Keith

Vaisala with camera

A96

Delnies

Vaisala with camera

A96

Tyrebagger

Vaisala with camera

M90

Glenfarg

Vaisala with camera

M90

Kelty

Vaisala with camera

M90

Friarton Bridge

Vaisala

A90 / A956

Forecasting Road Weather Stations are shown in bold.
Location Plan showing the Ice sensor locations are shown on the next page.
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(x) Locations of Snow and Ice Hidden Message Signs
Road Number

A96

Location

Detailed Description

Huntly

Approach to Huntly roundabout southbound

A96

At the A920 junction at Colpy facing traffic turning from
the A920

A96

At the A920 junction at Colpy facing northbound

A96

Northbound approach to Oyne Fork Junction

A9

Perth

Approach to Inveralmond Roundabout

Location of Snow & Ice Hidden Message Signs
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(xi) Locations of Salt Bins and Salt Heaps
Road Number

Snow Fence
(Meters)

Snow Gates
(Number)

Grit Bins
(Number)

Salt Heaps
(Number)

A90

-

-

5

-

A96

-

-

3

3

A95

-

-

2

2

3 No. additional Grit Bins shall be deployed in Dundee at the following footbridges;
• Strathmartine
• Old Glamis
• Claverhouse
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19.0 VIRTUAL SNOW GATES
There are currently no physical snow gates in the North East Unit but there are virtual snow gates on the
A96 at the Glens of Foudland.
Signs have been erected on the A96 just north of A920 near Kirkton of Culsalmond and east of the A96
near Huntly. These signs are being trialled as a concept entitled ‘virtual gates’. The purpose of the signs
is to allow rapid notification of a closure of the A96 between the gates. The point of closure is most likely
to be at Glens of Foudland which is prone to closure during heavy snowfall.
The early notification will allow vehicles approaching the closed area the opportunity to turnaround and
use an alternative route, or alternatively wait at a safer location until the road reopens. Where time permits
a physical closure will be implemented to reinforce the warning.
Ongoing monitoring of the virtual gates shall be continued throughout the season to assess their
effectiveness with de-briefings carried out following any implementation of the gates with both the Police
Scotland & local authorities to identify any issues
The following procedure shall be used when the Virtual Gates are required to be closed:Implementation Procedure
BEAR Scotland notify Police Scotland and Local authorities of need to close A96 due to snow (or
stranded vehicle)
Police Scotland instruct the road to be closed.
BEAR activate virtual gate signs.
Using BEAR NE emergency phone send following text message to phone number
for Kirkton of Culsalmond sign &
for Huntly sign
Message 1 ‘SignonA83WW’
BEAR notify Traffic Scotland of closure.
BEAR deploy staff to implement physical closure in advance of gates.
Traffic Scotland instigates VMS signing notifying of closure.
Traffic Scotland create incident, web story etc
Removal Procedure
BEAR Scotland and Police Scotland agree the road is fit to reopen.
BEAR Scotland remove physical closure (if there was time to deploy)
BEAR Scotland notifies Police Scotland that the physical closure has been lifted.
BEAR Scotland deactivate virtual gates
Using BEAR NE emergency phone send following text message to phone number
for Kirkton of Culsalmond sign &
for Huntly sign
Message 2 ‘SignoffA83WW’
BEAR Scotland notifies Traffic Scotland that the road has reopened.
Traffic Scotland advise A96 reopened on VMS, web etc.
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20.0

VARIABLE MESSAGE SNOW AND ICE AND HIDDEN MESSAGE SIGNS

20.1 Operating and liaison Procedures
Details of the locations of variable message snow and ice and hidden message signs are contained in
Section 15 Maps Drawings and Graphical Information Section 15 (x). These signs shall be maintained in
accordance with the requirements of Schedule 7 Part 1.
These signs shall be inspected prior to the commencement of each winter season to ensure their
suitability for use throughout the Winter Service period.
The Duty Officer/ Supervisor will liaise with Police Scotland to co-ordinate the activation of such signs
when closing roads.
21.0

GRIT BINS AND SELF HELP SALT HEAPS

21.1

Stock level monitoring and replenishment procedures

Grit bins and salt heaps as detailed in Section 15 (xi) shall be checked on a weekly basis by inspectors.
Where salt levels are identified of being low, inspectors shall inform the Winter Service Duty Officer, who
will arrange for stock to be replenished as soon as possible.
Grit bins shall be placed on the network before 30 September ahead of each winter season. Where grit
bins are damaged or vandalised they shall be replaced within 48 hours of this being identified.
22.0

SALT MEASUREMENT APPARATUS

22.1

Details of equipment and locations and recording methods

At our depots in Perth, Dundee, Lochgelly, Inverness, Stirlinghill, Tullos, and Keith weighbridges are
installed in order to accurately record the quantities of salt being used.
These facilities will provide weighbridge tickets which will be held as a winter record; the facilities
proposed will also be calibrated strictly in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.
BEAR Scotland shall provide the minimum operational salt stock levels at the start of the Winter Service
Period as detailed in Appendix WSP3 to table 7.2/J/7 of this WSP. If stocks have reduced to 90 percent
on 21 December in any Winter Service Period, the Operating Company shall restock to 100 percent of
the full pre-season stocks.
Each depot will have brine storage tanks capable of holding sufficient brine that would allow treatment of
all routes simultaneously from that depot at maximum spread rates plus an additional 20 per cent above
the minimum to be held in reserve. See Table 7.2/J/7 – Brine Production and Storage.
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Provision of Maps, Drawings and Associated Information for Treatment Routes and Patrol
Routes
The route cards, summary details and maps for the 20 g/m² and 40 g/m² routes and winter service
patrols are as follows:
Depot:

Stirlinghill

Route:

NE20R01

Spread Rate:

20g/m²

Route Length:

84.6 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted Salt

Route Treated Length:

52.6 km

Depot to Route:

0.5 km

Route Time:

114 mins

Depot to Route:

1 min

Route Coverage:

7.57 tonnes

Route to Depot:

20.0 km

Route Average Width:

7m

Route to Depot:

20.0 mins

Route Average Speed:

53 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Tullos depot
by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative
depot.
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Depot:

Inverness

Route:

NE20R02

Spread Rate:

20g/m²

Route Length:

77.6 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted Salt

Route Treated Length:

76 km

Depot to Route:

2 km

Route Time:

104 mins

Depot to Route:

3 min

Route Coverage:

10.34 tonnes

Route to Depot:

76.0 km

Route Average Width:

6.8 m

Route to Depot:

76.0 mins

Route Average Speed:

48 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Keith depot by
utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative depot.
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Depot:

Tullos

Route:

NE20R05

Spread Rate:

20g/m²

Route Length:

69.6 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted Salt

Route Treated Length:

64.6 km

Depot to Route:

5 km

Route Time:

101 mins

Depot to Route:

10 min

Route Coverage:

9.52 tonnes

Route to Depot:

5 km

Route Average Width:

7m

Route to Depot:

10 mins

Route Average Speed:

41 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Stirlinghill depot
by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative depot.
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Depot:

Dundee

Route:

NE20R07

Spread Rate:

20g/m²

Route Length:

94 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted Salt

Route Treated Length:

65 km

Depot to Route:

3 km

Route Time:

105 mins

Depot to Route:

4 min

Route Coverage:

9.10 tonnes

Route to Depot:

13.5 km

Route Average Width:

7m

Route to Depot:

15 mins

Route Average Speed:

54 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Dundee depot
by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative depot.
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Depot:

Dundee

Route:

NE20R08

Spread Rate:

20g/m²

Route Length:

103 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted Salt

Route Treated Length:

79 km

Depot to Route:

11 km

Route Time:

115 mins

Depot to Route:

13 min

Route Coverage:

11.06 tonnes

Route to Depot:

21 km

Route Average Width:

7m

Route to Depot:

25 mins

Route Average Speed:

54 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Tullos depot by
utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative depot.
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Depot:

Perth

Route:

NE20R09

Spread Rate:

20g/m²

Route Length:

96 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted Salt

Route Treated Length:

59 km

Depot to Route:

10 km

Route Time:

114 mins

Depot to Route:

13 min

Route Coverage:

8.26 tonnes

Route to Depot:

24 km

Route Average Width:

7m

Route to Depot:

28 mins

Route Average Speed:

54 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Perth depot by
utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative depot.
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Depot:

Lochgelly

Route:

NE20R14

Spread Rate:

20g/m²

Route Length:

117 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted Salt

Route Treated Length:

75 km

Depot to Route:

3 km

Route Time:

110 mins

Depot to Route:

9 mins

Route Coverage:

10.5 tonnes

Route to Depot:

51 km

Route Average Width:

7.25 m

Route to Depot:

51 mins

Route Average Speed:

64 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Dundee depot
by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative depot.
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Depot:

Stirlinghill

Route:

NE40R02

Spread Rate:

40g/m²

Route Length:

61.4 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted salt

Route Treated Length:

44 km

Depot to Route:

20 km

Route Time:

78 mins

Depot to Route:

24 min

Route Coverage:

12.3 tonnes

Route to Depot:

25.0 km

Route Average Width:

7.0 m

Route to Depot:

29.0 mins

Route Average Speed:

48 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Stirlinghill
depot by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an
alternative depot.
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Depot:

Tullos

Route:

NE40R08

Spread Rate:

40g/m²

Route Length:

95.0 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted salt

Route Treated Length:

50 km

Depot to Route:

10 km

Route Time:

87 mins

Depot to Route:

12 min

Route Coverage:

14.0 tonnes

Route to Depot:

32.0 km

Route Average Width:

7.0 m

Route to Depot:

32.0 mins

Route Average Speed:

64 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Dundee depot
by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative depot.
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Depot:

Dundee

Route:

NE40R10

Spread Rate:

40g/m²

Route Length:

91 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted salt

Route Treated Length:

51 km

Depot to Route:

35 km

Route Time:

85 mins

Depot to Route:

35 min

Route Coverage:

14.2 tonnes

Route to Depot:

38.0 km

Route Average Width:

7.0 m

Route to Depot:

38.0 mins

Route Average Speed:

64 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Tullos depot by
utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative depot.
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Depot:

Dundee

Route:

NE40R11

Spread Rate:

40g/m²

Route Length:

86 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted salt

Route Treated Length:

52 km

Depot to Route:

9 km

Route Time:

81 mins

Depot to Route:

10 min

Route Coverage:

14.56 tonnes

Route to Depot:

9 km

Route Average Width:

7.0 m

Route to Depot:

10 mins

Route Average Speed:

64 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Tullos depot
by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative
depot.
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Depot:

Dundee

Route:

NE40R12

Spread Rate:

40g/m²

Route Length:

58.0 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted salt

Route Treated Length:

47 km

Depot to Route:

9 km

Route Time:

57.0 mins

Depot to Route:

10 min

Route Coverage:

13.16 tonnes

Route to Depot:

12 km

Route Average Width:

7.0 m

Route to Depot:

12 mins

Route Average Speed:

64 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Perth depot
by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative
depot.
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Depot:

Perth

Route:

NE40R13

Spread Rate:

40g/m²

Route Length:

121.5 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted salt

Route Treated Length:

49 km

Depot to Route:

10 km

Route Time:

113 mins

Depot to Route:

10 min

Route Coverage:

13.7 tonnes

Route to Depot:

12 km

Route Average Width:

7.0 m

Route to Depot:

12 mins

Route Average Speed:

60 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Dundee depot
by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative
depot.
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Depot:

Lochgelly

Route:

NE40R14

Spread Rate:

40g/m²

Route Length:

63 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted salt

Route Treated Length:

48 km

Depot to Route:

12 km

Route Time:

69 mins

Depot to Route:

12 min

Route Coverage:

13.44 tonnes

Route to Depot:

52 km

Route Average Width:

7.0 m

Route to Depot:

60 mins

Route Average Speed:

55 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Dundee depot
by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative
depot.
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Depot:

Perth

Route:

NE40R15

Spread Rate:

40g/m²

Route Length:

86 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted salt

Route Treated Length:

47 km

Depot to Route:

25 km

Route Time:

81 mins

Depot to Route:

25 min

Route Coverage:

13.16 tonnes

Route to Depot:

25 km

Route Average Width:

7.0 m

Route to Depot:

25 mins

Route Average Speed:

64 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Lochgelly
depot by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an
alternative depot.
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Depot:

Perth

Route:

NE40R16

Spread Rate:

40g/m²

Route Length:

59 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted salt

Route Treated Length:

48 km

Depot to Route:

1 km

Route Time:

60 mins

Depot to Route:

1 min

Route Coverage:

13.44 tonnes

Route to Depot:

1 km

Route Average Width:

7.0 m

Route to Depot:

1 mins

Route Average Speed:

60 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Lochgelly
depot by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an
alternative depot.
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Depot:

Perth

Route:

NE40R17

Spread Rate:

40g/m²

Route Length:

78.0 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted salt

Route Treated Length:

40 km

Depot to Route:

5 km

Route Time:

72 mins

Depot to Route:

5 min

Route Coverage:

14.4 tonnes

Route to Depot:

28 km

Route Average Width:

9.0 m

Route to Depot:

28 mins

Route Average Speed:

64 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Lochgelly depot
by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative depot.
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Depot:

Lochgelly

Route:

NE40R18

Spread Rate:

40g/m²

Route Length:

84.1 km

Treatment Type:

Pre-wetted salt

Route Treated Length:

45 km

Depot to Route:

8 km

Route Time:

79 mins

Depot to Route:

8 min

Route Coverage:

12.6 tonnes

Route to Depot:

12 km

Route Average Width:

7.0 m

Route to Depot:

12 mins

Route Average Speed:

64 km/h

Alternative Access: In the event of any blockage on the trunk road network that would require
alternative access the frontline vehicle will treat to the point of the blockage and then use the local
road network to reach the remainder of the route. A vehicle will be provided from the Perth depot
by utilising the trunk road and local road network should access be required from an alternative
depot.
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Table 7.2/J/3 - Winter Patrol Routes
Depot:

Lochgelly

Route:

A1

Route Length:

75.64

Route Time:

60 mins

Depot to Route:

10 Km

Route Average Speed:

75.64

Depot to Route:

8 mins

Route to Depot:

10 Km

Route to Depot:

8 mins
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Depot:

Perth

Route:

A2

Route Length:

70

Route Time:

60 mins

Depot to Route:

10 Km

Route Average Speed:

70

Depot to Route:

10 mins

Route to Depot:

10 Km

Route to Depot:

10 mins
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Depot:

Perth

Route:

A3

Route Length:

68

Route Time:

60 mins

Depot to Route:

10 Km

Route Average Speed:

68

Depot to Route:

10 mins

Route to Depot:

10 Km

Route to Depot:

10 mins
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Depot:

Dundee

Route:

A4

Route Length:

68

Route Time:

60 mins

Depot to Route:

12 Km

Route Average Speed:

68

Depot to Route:

12 mins

Route to Depot:

12 Km

Route to Depot:

12 mins
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Depot:

Dundee

Route:

A5

Route Length:

72

Route Time:

60 mins

Depot to Route:

25 Km

Route Average Speed:

72

Depot to Route:

30 mins

Route to Depot:

25 Km

Route to Depot:

30 mins
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Depot:

Dundee

Route:

A6

Route Length:

72

Route Time:

60 mins

Depot to Route:

10 Km

Route
Speed:

Depot to Route:

10 mins

Route to Depot:

10 Km

Route to Depot:

10 mins
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Depot:

Stirlinghill

Route:

A7

Route Length:

57

Route Time:

60 mins

Depot to Route:

50 Km

Route Average Speed:

60

Depot to Route:

50 mins

Route to Depot:

50 Km

Route to Depot:

50 mins
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Depot:

Keith

Route:

B1

Route Length:

72 Km

Route Time:

86 mins

Depot to Route:

1 Km

Route Average Speed:

50 km/hr

Depot to Route:

2 mins

Route to Depot:

72 Km

Route to Depot:

88 mins
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Depot:

Keith

Route:

B2

Route Length:

76 km

Route Time:

91 mins

Depot to Route:

3 Km

Route Average Speed:

50

Depot to Route:

5 mins

Route to Depot:

79 Km

Route to Depot:

95 mins
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Depot:

Inverness

Route:

B3

Route Length:

85 Km

Route Time:

102 mins

Depot to Route:

3 Km

Route Average Speed:

50

Depot to Route:

5 mins

Route to Depot:

90 Km

Route to Depot:

108 mins
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ANNEX 7.2/K/4 – SNOW FORECAST RESOURCE DEPLOYMENT MATRIX The following domain specific snow event escalation matrix will be used. Consultation will still
need to take into account the forecast confidence level, altitude and timing.
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ANNEX 7.2/L – Salt Stock Monitoring Report
Operating Company

Reporting Month

Salt used during reporting period

Actual salt stocks held at the end of the reporting period

Salt orders place and deliveries received during the reporting period

Salt orders expected during next period (include imports, dates, deliveries
expected & tonnage expected)

Forecast usage during next period

Any other items to report (such as reduced treatment networks, any notable
arrangements with local authorities etc.)
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Appendix WSP 7 Daily Winter Action – Actual
The Actual Actions are recorded and stored electronically in Vaisala Manager. These can be called
up by generating a Treatment Plan and Action Report for the required time period.
A screenshot showing the output from Vaisala Manager is below. The Reports can also be exported
in Excel format.
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Appendix WSP 8/1 Winter Drivers Record
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WSP 8/3 – Patrol Actions – Control Room Records
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Appendix WSP9 – Route Elevations
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Footway Treatment Maps
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No1 A90 Aberdeen
No12 A96 Aberdeen
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No 2 – A90 Crimond
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No 3, 5 & 6 – A90, A92 & A972 Dundee
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No 4 – A90 Fraserburgh
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No 7 –A92 Glenrothes
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No 8 – A92 Freuchie
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No 9 – A95 Aberlour

No 10 – A95 Craigellachie
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No 11 – A95 Cromdale
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No 13 – A96 Keith

No 14 – A96 Elgin
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No 15 – A96 Nairn
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No 16 – A96 Alves
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